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A little story I like to share, last Saturday my son Shane
definitely has to be the luckiest tipster. One he is only 6
and a half, has been watching horse racing with me for
what, maybe two or three seasons and has already  a
great eye or skill for picking winning  horses or it must be 
 pure beginner's luck. He started his winning tipping  on
the 3rd race, he first came up to me and said Dad, the
number 3 which was Swagger Jagger 20/1 and then
changed his mind and said number 2 which was
GimmeTheRain 30/1 which both came 1st and 2nd. He
then tipped two numbers 4, High Key and Jet Stream, it
was surreal. My wife went   with Walls of Dubrovnik
number 4 again. Sadly, we did not play the Pick 4, for
those who did play this straight  4 lucky number for Rs10
and bet only Rs100 x10 they would have gotten a cool 
 Rs71K gain.  But let's get back to races, shall we. Walls of
Dubrovnik? Wow, what a horse, he looks like he will climb
up the ranks and end up in the Maiden. Would not this be
a dream run and career.  I did mentioned him in my
interview with Nico and Ismael on ClockingThe Gallop. He
was to watch out and at 3/1 he was a decent bet. The
Brazilian  jockey Andre Luiz Da Silva got his 1st win in the
main race. What a ride from him. This week racecards
looks fairly straight forward on paper. We will see two
champions battle it out in the main race with Undercover
Agent and Twist of Fate. We will go with the Maingard
horse to win. Other horses to follow closely are Remus he
also looks like a banker with Global Glory who has
destroyed his opposition on his first outing and this field is
too weak for him. Please note, that this week, our printer
could not make the magazine ready for retail on Friday
morning and we decided not to go ahead. We are
available online, please support us by subscribing.

THE LUCKY NUMBER 4
PICK 4 - 4/4/4/4
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Jockey Andre Luiz Da Silva got his 1st win in the 6th
race on Walls of Dubrovnik who got his 6th Win. He did
not wait to score his first win and in what a style.
Changing his wip in a flash and pushing Walls of
Dubrovnik to his 6th victory. Unbeaten to this day and
propobaly one the best horse we have at the Champ De
Mars. Let's see how far he can go. We think he is the
new White River. We look forward to his next race and
see him beat his next challengers. 

LOCAL NEWS 
Trainers - Jockeys - Horses - Organisers 

Jockey Jose da Silva has been suspended for 8 weeks
for  his riding on High Voltage. An investigation will also be
opened on the instructions given. This comes as a bad
news for the Mahadia stable who got a double win last
week and his stable is in the top 3 Stables to win  the
Championship so is Jose Da Silva for the jockey
Championship.  He will ride this week though.

Jameer Allyhosain, who was suspended for two weeks
for riding on Power Tower, he will appeal this case. He is
riding this week Ladder Man, Liverpool  Champ, Brilliant
Disguise and Straight which we like a lot.

New workforce for some stables mainly from the Rousset yard: The
transfer of couriers from Ecurie Rousset continues.Thus, Count Jack and Taking
Silk have joined Ecurie Narang, while Ottoman Empire will evolve under the
colors of Ecurie Merven. As for Tower Of Wisdom and Ron's Joy, they were
transferred to Ecurie Mahadia, which also welcomed Clouded Hill from Ecurie
Narang. Marshall Foch, Camp David and Cyber   Special go to Preetam Daby.
Iditarod Trail and Crazy Charllie go to Shirish Narang while Paddingtons Luck will
now defend the colors of the Mahadia yard. It is Rameshwar Gujadhur who
obtains Gilbert Rousset's best horse, Alyaasaat.Choir Of Angels and Lasair have
been removed from the squads of Patrick Merven and Shirish Narang
respectively. Half And Half and Wave, both from Ramapatee Gujadhur training
are currently out of training. 



 INTERNATIONAL NEWS  

The Snaith attack includes topweight and dual Gr1 L’Ormarins Queen’s Plate
winner Jet Dark, as well as two past winners in the ‘old man’ Do It Again
(2018,2019) and Belgarion (2020). The latter will be ridden by multiple champion
record-breaking rider Piere Strydom, who returns from an injury enforced break
to attempt to equal Anton Marcus’ record of five winners. Strydom won the
Durban July winners with London News (1996), Trademark (2021), Pomodoro
(2012) and The Conglomerate (2016). In the new generation of jockeys, Richard
Fourie, who partners Cape Derby star Pomp And Power for Justin Snaith.is next
best with 3 winners, in Legislate (2014), Do It Again (2019) and Belgarion in
2020. They were all trained by Snaith! Multiple SA Champion and international
ambassador Mike de Kock saddles a quartet of July runners, and will be keen to
get back on to the illustrious honour roll, having last saddled the brilliant filly
Igugu to win in 2011. Coincidentally, De Kock saddles the only member of the
fairer sex in the 2022 renewal in the Silvano daughter Sparkling Water, who
races in the famous Wilgerbosdrift silks. 

Reigning SA Champion trainer Justin Snaith
saddles 5 runners in his bid to win the Durban
July for the 6th time.



Ismael Sheik Mastan - (Win) ARAGOSTA / (Place) SAFE PASSAGE  
Excellence Form Guide - KOMMETDIEDING / SPARKLING WATER 
Sebastien Staub - DO IT AGAIN / ASTRIX

Former multiple SA Champion Sean Tarry has won the Durban July twice and
his two-handed attack is headed by Gr1 Summer Cup hero Flying Carpet and
champion stayer Nebraas, who is a reserve runner. Defending champion
Kommetdieding will again be ridden by Gavin Lerena and ‘lucky’ owner Ashwin
Reynolds drew gate 13 for his star. Milnerton trainer Dean Kannemeyer has
won the Durban July three times and saddles Waterberry Lane who races in a
partnership of the late Mike Rattray and his wife, Norma. “I am pleased with the
7 draw. He is a very smart 3yo and nothing would mean more to me than to
honour Mike Rattray’s memory and enormous investment in the sport by
winning the Hollywoodbets Durban July. If we don’t have a ticket we don’t have a
chance and it’s the race that we all want to win,” Kannemeyer told the Sporting
Post. SA Champion apprentice elect Rachel Venniker will miss her big chance to
show her mettle at her first Durban July engagement from a freak fall. She was 
 going to ride for Gr1 SA Classic winner Red Saxon for veteran Turffontein
conditioner, Joey Soma. In what could be an omen, the Soma 3yo drew the
same 14 gate as his illustrious stablemate Got The Greenlight in 2021.

Our Tipsters Selection: 



Race Meeting 5 
Winner 
Walls of Dubrovnik 
S.Hurchund Stable 
The Group Roland Maurel 
MTC 210th Anniversary 
Mauritius Derby Trial Cup  
1400M
Group 3  

The Group Roland Maurel - MTC 210th Anniversary - Mauritius Derby Trial Cup 



Dividends Saturday 25th June 2022 

https://supertote.mu/racing/11-jun-2022




THE
BETTING GUIDE

02-07-2022 
OUTSIDERS

Won last year on 990mts  with an
excellent finish against Fort McHenry.
We believe he is a good outsider here.

RACE 1 - TROJAN QUEST  

Goes up a class and odds wise is not a
favourite. We think he can double up
here. Watch out.

RACE 2 -  SUPREME ORATOR

Nearly caused a huge upset last time. 
 He can definitely place or win here.
Good outsider and bet here. 

RACE 4  - SENATLA  

BETS OF THE DAY

BANKERS

This champion has nothing to
prove. We see him beating Twist
of Fate by 2L. He is a banker. 

RACE 6 - UNDERCOVER 
AGENT 

He destroyed the opposition last
race. He is fitter and better at
training. Will show us what he is
made of. We banking him again.  

RACE 7 - REMUS

He will be again very difficult to
beat. GG is our 3rd banker of the
day. He belongs in higher
benchmarks. 

RACE 8 - GLOBAL GLORY   

TOP WIN
TOP PLACE
PLACE ACC
PICK 4
PICK 6
PICK 8

REMUS 

2/2/1/1/1/8/7
 1/1/8/7
 2-4-5/1/1/1/8/7

1-2-3/1-2/2-4-5/1-4-6/1-2-3/1/8/7

SENATLA
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REMUS
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CANARY ISLAND
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MEZUZAH

ARNICA MONTANA

VOLATILE ENERGY

NIMITZ

CAPTAINOFTHESEA
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FOOTY GOAL 

GLOBAL GLORY

ARNICA MONTANA

NIMITZ

FOOTY GOAL
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LONGSHOT



RACE:
BENCH:

THE MEDIA TEMPLE CONSULTANTS TROPHY 

990 MTS 0-25 

1
12:00 DISTANCE:



Mezuzah: Has been quite disappointing on his first race
on 1400m. Had a nice barrier on Tuesday with the blinkers
and the 990m will suit him a lot. Fastest in the gates he can
make it this time. Edge Of The Sun: Nice win on the
distance last time out. Has kept his very good form. Up in
class and with better horses. He can double it but more
difficult this time. Trojan Quest: Has been well prepared
for his 2022 start. A 990m specialist here. He can upset the
favourites in this small field and can’t be ignored.

 

Mezuzah - Edge Of The Sun - Trojan Quest 
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Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE MEDIA TEMPLE LE VRAI DEBAT TROPHY

1600 MTS 0-26 

2
12:40 DISTANCE:

Notes



Arnica Montana: Was beaten by a better and fitter horse
last time. With one run plus a good draw and being the
only front runner of the race, he will be difficult to beat
here. Global Spectrum: He badly needed the run last
time out. Drawn ace and he is much better than last time.
With the apprentice claim of 3 kgs he is to be followed
closely here.  Supreme Orator: Convincing win last time
out. Has kept his good form but has been penalised on
rating. No claim this time but should be in the top 3.

Arnica Montana - Global Spectrum - Supreme Orator
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RACE:
BENCH:

THE MEDIA TEMPLE PRESENTATORS TROPHY 

1365 MTS 0-20

3
13:20 DISTANCE:



 
Volatile Energy - Ultimate Warrior - Lock Down 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

SELECTION Your
ad

here

Notes

PREVIEW

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD

Volatile Energy: Uncomfortable run on his last outing. Found
himself chasing the leader and faded badly. With draw 1 and a
-3kg claim this time he may find himself in front and stay gutsy.
He can win here. Watch. Ultimate Warrior: Will make his 2022
start on Saturday. Has been training well ahead of his start. He
is the best horse of the race and if he is fit enough he can
match this field.  Lock Down: Young horse from Maingard
stable and very green at trackwork. May show some abilities
here as he is perfectible.

Promissory



RACE:
BENCH:

THE MEDIA TEMPLE TIYO SEK TROPHY 

1600 MTS  36

4
13:55 DISTANCE:



Nimitz: Very good race last time out. He was not yet in top
form but his last race made him in a much better
condition.1600m is suited for him and his trackwork this
week has been excellent. Canary Island: Made it by a
whisker last time. Was well ridden on the day and has gone
up in condition. His very good draw is definitely a good
thing for him. Bold Horizon: Here is a horse who made a
lot of improvement during the break. Was not disgraced
behind Stageworld on his first outing. Is not better on
1600m but if he stays beware of him. Outsider.

 

Nimitz - Canary Island - Bold Horizon 
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Frosted Gold



RACE:
BENCH:

THE MEDIA TEMPLE - ZOT LEKURS TROPHY

990 MTS  46

5
14:35 DISTANCE:



Henry Tudor: The 990mts specialist he came close
to winning on his last outing. Down a class, can
make it here, is the horse to beat. Royal Italian:
Was  great at training last week, our photographer
like him very much. He can upset the odds here.
Place chance. Mac'N Scar: He is a regular horse.
Always give his best. Has already won on  990m.
Watch out.

 
Henry Tudor - Royal Italian - Mac'N Scar
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RACE:
BENCH:

 THE MEDIA TEMPLE - B.POULLE MEMORIAL CUP 

1500 MTS  G3 

6
15:10 DISTANCE:

Notes



Undercover Agent: Won 3 races in a row last year. He
is a favourite here and our banker for this main race.
With Rai Joorawon onboard he rode him once in the
2020 where they finished 2nd. He will be quick to close
on Stream Ahead who should lead this race. Stream
Ahead: Nearly caused a big upset last race where he
took the lead and was in last meters beaten on the
finish line by Red Mars. May win if Undercover  Agent
doesn't lead or can't catch him down the straight. Twist
of Fate:  The Champion at the V.Allet stable. He is ready
for the competition Ismael believes he is fit to win. We
feel he may need this run. 

Undercover Agent - Stream Ahead - Twist of Fate
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RACE: 
BENCH:

THE MEDIA TEMPLE MAZAVAROO TROPHY  

1400 MTS 51 

7
15:50 DISTANCE:



Remus: A champion in the making will go for his 5th win
here. Great at training as always. He is the banker of the
day. The possible challenger of Walls of Dubrovnik.
Shadowing: A big deception last year. Flying at training.
Came make a place bet as he won't beat  the champion
Remus. King of Tara: Another good horse from the V.Allet
stable who won 4 races last year runs well fresh. One to
watch here, good outsider.

 Remus - Shadowing - King of Tara 
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Remus



RACE:
BENCH:

THE MEDIA TEMPLE STRAIGHT FWD TROPHY 

1400 MTS  31 

8
16:30 DISTANCE:



Global Glory: Destroyed his opposition on his first outing.
Goes up a class. He should do the same here. Banker of
the day.  Free To Win: Generous horse always gives his
best. Will be the main challenger of Global Glory. 
Straight: Was one of the 990m specialist back in 2020
where he won several races on the distance, then his
trainer took him to 1400m and 1600m and placed twice.
He is back on 990m and his training with Seoul on Tuesday
was impressive. Can do a pillar to post. Watch.

 
Global  Glory - Free To Win - Straight 
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Alshibaa











Training Shots
Floreal  

24  June 2022

Transonic 

Bon Viveur 

Man Of Property 



Training Shots
    Champ De Mars   

28  June 2022

Power Tower

Ilicit Kiss  

Al Alasamy  

The Gatekeeper



Image 1 (Top)- Bawan Sooful Mauritian Top Jockey and The Jockey Champion of 2021
Image 2 (First Left )- Richard Cadou Best Photos Award 2021

Image 3 - Jockey T.Juglall the brother of the gone too soon jockey N.Juglall (1991-2021) and his
wife holding his trophy. RIP Champion thank you for all the greatnesses.

Image 4 - Gujadhur Assistant  Trainer & Stable Supervisor Celebrating their 3rd win of the day.
Image 5 - Grooms Awards 2021

Through RC7 Lenses | 5th Meeting | Raceday Shots



Race 1 | Intothemystic | A.Roy | S.NarangRace 1 | Intothemystic | A.Roy | S.Narang  Race 2 | Dunzie | M.P. De Oliveira |C.DabyRace 2 | Dunzie | M.P. De Oliveira |C.Daby  

Race 3 | Swagger Jagger | B.Bhaugeerothee| S.MahadiaRace 3 | Swagger Jagger | B.Bhaugeerothee| S.Mahadia Race 4 | Promissory | D.Bheekary | V.AlletRace 4 | Promissory | D.Bheekary | V.Allet    

Race 6 | Walls Of Dubrovnik | A.L. Da Silva | S.HurchundRace 6 | Walls Of Dubrovnik | A.L. Da Silva | S.Hurchund  

Race 7 | High Key | J. Allyhosain | S.NarangRace 7 | High Key | J. Allyhosain | S.Narang  Race 8 | Jet Stream | J.Da Silva |A.SewdyalRace 8 | Jet Stream | J.Da Silva |A.Sewdyal  

The Final Straight - 5th Meeting 

Race 5 | Quatro Five Six| B.Bhaugeerothee| S.MahadiaRace 5 | Quatro Five Six| B.Bhaugeerothee| S.Mahadia



Race 1 | Intothemystic | S.NarangRace 1 | Intothemystic | S.Narang  Race 2 | Dunzie |C.DabyRace 2 | Dunzie |C.Daby  

Race 3 | Swagger Jagger | S.MahadiaRace 3 | Swagger Jagger | S.Mahadia Race 4 | PromissoryRace 4 | Promissory    | V.Allet| V.Allet    

Race 6 | Walls Of Dubrovnik | S.HurchundRace 6 | Walls Of Dubrovnik | S.Hurchund  

Race 7 | High Key || S.NarangRace 7 | High Key || S.Narang  Race 8 | Jet Stream | A.SewdyalRace 8 | Jet Stream | A.Sewdyal  

Race 5 | Quatro Five Six | S.MahadiaRace 5 | Quatro Five Six | S.Mahadia

Through RC7 Lenses | 5th Meeting | Winners 



Sockeroo: Very good first run for the
Gujadhur stable gelding last week. A
horse with a good potential but pulls a
lot in his races last season. The break
seems to have made a lot of positive
things for him.He looked more settled in
his race on Saturday and was not
disgraced at all by losing less than 1
length. He will surely be more fitter next
time. He is definitely one to watch on the
mile or 1850m in his future outings. His
SA form is not bad at all and if he finds
his true potential he is able to bag 1 or 2
wins this season.

Casanova King: Very good run from
Casanova King on Saturday. In a no pace
race he finished by 1.7L to the winner.
We noted that he badly needed that run
as his coating was not attractive at all on
race day. Taking into consideration that
1450m is not his favourite distance we
consider his run as excellent. He is to be
followed closely on longer trips and with
a run under the belt he will definitely be
better next time.

Eye of The Tiger 

By Ismael Sheik Mastan 

Copenhagen: Eye catching run
from him in the last race. He
jumped well from the gates and
found himself with pace, one off
and without cover. The pace was
on and its quite obvious that the
last meters would be very tough
for him. He fought courageously
in the final straight and was
beaten by only 3.05L in the end.
His wide draw in the gates did
not help him at all. With a better
draw next time we believe he will
be a serious contender for the
win. Last week was his first run
of the season and he will be
better in condition on his next
outing. He is one to watch in the
lower classes.



It’s been a very busy week at training with some interesting
morning gallops. Starting with the main race where two cracks
will kick start their 2022 season. Undercover Agent has been
working correctly for Saturday and finds himself in a good
condition.His solo gallop on Tuesday was a good overview of his
level of form. Twist of Fate has been very well prepared by
trainer Allet for the last couple of months and he is in a great
shape. He run very well fresh and the break was very beneficial
for him. It will be a two horse race for the main one on Saturday
between these two horses. Coming to the other interesting track
works, we noticed the great condition of San Andreas and
Nimitz from Merven stable. Looks like their first run made a lot
of good things for them. Their coatings have improved and they
were on toes after their work outs. Edge Of The Sun has
maintained a very good form and his solo gallop on the dirt was
very good. He is to be followed again this week. The splendid
form of Remus on Tuesday was just mind blowing. This horse is
definitely growing in maturity and he is on top of his form right
now. His opponents will take a lot of beating on Saturday.
Global Glory has kept his excellent form and he seems to have
improve a lot after his first win here. Prince Of Venice from the
same stable also has been very good at track work and he looks
ready for his first 2022 race. Footy Goal, Free To Win,
Moroccan Retreat, Captain of the Sea, Canary Island and
Mezuzah have been very good at trackwork and are to be
followed for this week.

Eye Catchers: San Andreas, Nimitz, Global Glory, Remus,
Mezuzah

Through The
Binoculars
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Huge selection of
health products

Oxygen Concentration &
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every day lives.  
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